
SVT – Update (I)  

Ø  Most of the activity since Elba focused on the TDR writing. 
 

Other significant progress useful to complete TDR: 
1.  New/more reliable simulation of the hit time 

resolution to define time window cut for 
reconstruction/offline occupancy 
Ø  Now include noise effects and sim. results are able to 

reproduce time resolutions achieved in BaBar data. 

2.  With present background simulation and new time 
window cut SuperB average offline cluster 
occupancy ~ 2% (x5 safety included) only 2-3 times 
higher than average BaBar occu. 
Ø  Studies on BaBar data in high background conditions 

(L1 cluster occup. up to 5%) used to evaluate hit-to-
track efficiency in SuperB : 95% with 3% cluster occu! 
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In HEP experiments the use of pixel detectors requires that high power density in the sensitive area should be carried away by efficient thermal systems, eventually integrated in the light mechanical 

support structures. In many cases the dimensions and position of the sensors are such that miniaturization of mechanical support and cooling are strongly necessary, even together at very low 
values of  X0  percentages. Micro-channel cooling technology is featured by high efficient thermal exchange and it can profit by miniaturization technique applied on composite material (CFRP). 

 Advantages of the MICROCHANNELS technology: 
•  due to the high surface/volume ratio, heat exchange  through liquid forced convection is taking 
place efficiently; 
•  contiguity between the fluid and the circuit dissipating power reduces thermal resistances; 
•  micro-channel dimensions allows uniform distribution of the passive material on the sensor 
extension . 

Several module support   prototypes with different geometries have been realized in composite materials. 
Experimental tests have been  performed at TFD test-bench, at the INFN-Pisa laboratory. 

- The microchannel CFRP prototype matches the Super-B Layer 0 pixel detector requirements  about  X0 . Efficient heat evacuation achieved with microchannel technology .  
- Room for further optimization actually in development at the TFD Pisa laboratory : 
!  To reduce the !T along the microchannel module due to the convective  single-phase liquid cooling , special hydraulic interface with input/output coolant in opposite directions. 
!  Evaporative CO2 cooling in CFRP micro-channels to reach constant temperatures along the sensor module length . 

Test results 

Introduction 

In a thermal convective exchange the h film coefficient is:  
Nu = Nusselt number  
K   = Conductive heat transfer coefficient of the liquid  
Dh  = Hydraulic Diameter of the cooling channel   

 Dh minimization "  high pressure drop "(needed a compromise between pressure 
drops and film coefficient value). 

From formulas (1) and  (2), for a Laminar flow fully developed, (Nu=constant), to 
maximize the thermal exchange Q   " means to maximize h   " means to minimize the 
hydraulic diameter :  "  All these considerations brings to the  micro-channel technology. 
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• Because of the growing of the heat dissipation, 
conventional air cooling systems are inadequate for 

removing heat. 
• For the basic concepts behind micro-channels it’s 

important to introduce the Newton’s law for convective 
heat flux 1) and the Nusselt Number Nu which is related 

to the heat transfer coefficient (h) : Kf  :fluid thermal conductivity 
Dh  : hydraulic diameter  
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Micro-channel technology is a viable 
technology to reach acceptable cooling 
parameters. 
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Module MAPS supports summary A square CF micro-tube with 

an internal peek tube 50 µm 

thick used to avoid moisture 

on carbn fiber 
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The micro-channel mechanical supports is designed in particular to match the specifications for the 
planned pixel upgrade of the most internal layer of the  (L0) Silicon Vertex Tracker of the Super-B 
experiment : 

- To evacuate the heat dissipated by the electronics (specific power up to 2 W/cm2) and temperature of the 
sensors below 50°C 

- Material Budget of the pixel support structure (w/o cables/sensors)  below 0.30% X0. 

B"" " decay mode, #$=0.28, beam 
pipe X/X0=0.42%, hit resolution =10 µm 

MAPS 
Hybrid Pixels  

The Super-B Silicon Vertex Tracker 
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SVT – Update (II)  
3.  Fastim performance comparison for striplets and pixel in Layer0 completed  

60 6 Silicon Vertex Tracker

conditions, thanks to a lower background rate
expected. A background rate of about 1
MHz/strip (x5 safety included) is expected with
a striplets lenght of about 2 cm and 50µm pitch,
while only 2.5 KHz/pixel are expected for pixels
with a 50x50 µm pitch.

Possible effects of background hits on perfor-
mance are: the reduction of the hit reconstruc-
tion efficiency (due to pile up), the increase of
the effective hit resolution, the reduction of ef-
ficiency of the pattern recognition for charged
tracks along with the increase of fake tracks.
Most of these effects have been included in spe-
cific simulation studies performed to evaluate
the SVT performance in the high background
scenario, (i.e. full luminosity including x5 safety
factor on nominal background). The results,
described in more details in Sec.??, showed a
significant degradation in the striplets perfor-
mance with high background occupancy, while
the pixel solutions explored showed more sta-
ble performance against background conditions.
The pixel occupancy is reduced at least by a fac-
tor 200 w.r.t striplets considering the smaller
electrode dimensions and even including a pos-
sible worse time resolution of the pixel w.r.t
striplets.

An example of these studies is shown here.
The impact of machine background on the SVT
performance has been studied evaluating the
per-event error on the physics parameter S,
adding background hits to signal events. S
is measured in time-dependent analyses (corre-
sponds to sin(2β) for B0 → JψK0

S decays) and
the S per-event error is defined as the error on
the parameter S normalized to the number of
signal events. In Fig.6.9 the impact of back-
ground on the physics parameter S is reported
for striplets and pixel, for the case of nominal
background and with 5 times background rates.
For the striplets the reduction to the sensitivity
to S w.r.t. BaBar is small with nominal back-
ground, only about 3%, but it is up to about
15% with 5 times the nominal background. On
the contrary with a pixel option, beeing there
the effect of background occupancy negligible,
the reduction to the sensitivity to S is only 3%,
even in the high background scenario, and it is

related to the effect of the background in the
rest of the SVT.
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Figure 6.9: Variation of the S per event error in
B0 → φK0

S time-dependent analy-
sis in presence of background events,
for a Layer0 based on striplets or
pixel with the same material budget.
Efficiency and resolution deteriora-
tion are both included in the simu-
lation study.

It is important to stress that in the study re-
ported here the pixel option has the same ma-
terial budget used for striplets (about 0.45%
X0), same performance without background in-
cluded. Of course the use of pixel over striplets
in high background is less convenient if the ma-
terial budget of pixels is significantly higher.
On the contrary if one can reach a very low
material budget with a thin pixel option, be-
low the striplets target, the upgrade to pixel for
Layer0 is well motivated also in nominal back-
round conditions. (see for example Fig.6.19).

While for strip modules most of the material
budget is due to the silicon of the sensor itself, in
pixel modules there are several other important
contributions in the active area. Including the
readout electronics, cooling, and the pixel bus
for the connection of the front-end chips with
the periphery of the module, one one can easily
reach a total material budget for pixel above

SuperB Detector Technical Design Report

Ø  As expected pixel performance more robust in 
high background (pixel occup. 200 times smaller 
than striplets)à main motivation for pixel upgrade 
for full luminosity. 

Ø  With x5 background, sensitivity to S reduced by 
15% with striplets, while only 3% degradation seen 
with pixel with same material budget assumed. 

Ø  Thinner pixel options can further improve S sensitivity 
even with nominal background  

72 6 Silicon Vertex Tracker

material budget (x/X0 = 0.1−1.0%), in case of
nominal background and ×5 the nominal back-
ground. The dashed line represents the refer-
ence value obtained in BABAR. Material bud-
get in the range x/X0 = 0.35− 0.50% (x/X0 =
0.55−0.85%) is achievable for a Layer0 pixel so-
lution based on CMOS monolithic active pixel
sensors (hybrid pixels) depending on the results
of the ongoing R&D activities. The S sensitiv-
ity is very similar to the one obtained in BABAR.
The maximal difference is about 6% (10%) in
the worst case considered (including 5 times the
nominal background).
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Figure 6.19: S per event error in B0 →
φK0

S time-dependent analysis for
different Layer0 radii (r0 = 1.4
and 1.6 cm) and material budget
(x/X0 = 0.1 − 1.0%) compared
with the reference value of BABAR
(dashed line). Results in presence
of 5 times the nominal background
are also reported in the plot.

6.7.8 Particle identification with dE/dx

The measurement of the ToT value by the front-
end electronics enables one to obtain the pulse
height, and hence the ionization dE/dx in the
SVT sensors. The dynamic range of the analog
readout is about 10-15 times the value corre-
sponding to minimum ionizing particles, which
is sufficient to take advantage of the dE/dx ca-
pability of the SVT [12].

Each sensor will provide 2 measurements of
dE/dx, one for each sensor side, for a total of
12 dE/dx measurements in the SVT. In BABAR,
where a total of 10 dE/dx measurements (5 lay-
ers) were available, for every track with sig-
nals from at least four sensors in the SVT,
a 60% truncated mean dE/dx was calculated.
The cluster with the smallest dE/dx energy was
also removed to reduce sensitivity to electronics
noise. For MIPs, it was abtained a resolution
on the truncated mean dE/dx of approximately
14%.
The intrinsic smearing from the distribution

of the energy deposition in the silicon sensors
and from the atomic binding effects in the sili-
con will dominate the uncertainty on the mea-
sured dE/dx [12]. The contribution to the
dE/dx uncertainty from the electronic noise
should be relatively small. Therefore the res-
olution on dE/dx for MIPs is expected to be
similar to the one achieved in BABAR. However,
the dE/dx precision is inversely proportional to
the square root of the number of dE/dx sam-
ples used for the truncated dE/dx mean calcu-
lation [13]. Two additional measurements in the
Layer0 should improve the average resolution of
a factor

�
5/6 = 0.9, where 5 is the average

number of dE/dx samples used in BABAR and 6
is the expected average number in SuperB . The
e/π separation is expected to be larger than 3σ
for momenta lower than 150MeV/c and will be
very useful for rejecting low momentum elec-
trons from background QED processes.

6.8 Silicon Sensors L. Bosisio - 8
pages

Layers 1 to 5 of the SVT will be based on 300 µm
thick double-sided silicon strip detectors, with
integrated AC-coupling capacitors and polysil-
icon bias resistors. These devices are a techni-
cally mature and conservative solution to the re-
quirements the SVT must meet to provide pre-
cise, highly segmented tracking near the inter-
action point. For the new Layer0, the baseline

SuperB Detector Technical Design Report



SVT – Update (III)  
4.  Higher neutron fluence found in SVT (bug fix) 

and effect on FE noise reavaluated  

Ø  S/N marginal in L4-5 with 7.5 yrs x5 safety  
Ø  A few knobs to improve the situation. Reduce:  

Ø  Reduce ambient temperature (T=120 C, in this 
table) & shaping time. Neutron shield in the hall? 

INMAPS CMOS process with 4 wells & 
high resistivity to improve charge 
collection efficiency and radiation 
resistance 

R&D on pixel:  
}  INMAPS MAPS with high resistivity epi layer under test: 

}  Better charge collection evident with Fe55 spectrum 

Ø  Irradiation with neutrons performed (4 steps up to 1x10^14 n/cm2) 
and chips are being tested now. 
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 / ndf 2  110.8 / 12
Prob   4.12e-18
Constant  7.3! 346.4 
Mean      0.4! 160.2 
Sigma     0.50! 12.38 
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55Fe γ –high res  

Pixel signal (mV) 



SVT – TDR final phase (I)  
Ø  Internal revision of the text started on completed sections (~ 75%) 

Ø  Very few people (2!) sent comments on the written parts!  
Ø  Some of the parallel sessions devoted to TDR reading to get some 

more feedback. 
Ø  Mechanics/Silicon sensor chapter is progressing.  
Ø  Background still to be written (only 2 pages + table)  
Ø  Still nothing in svn from peripheral electronics fanout layer0! 
Ø  Tech Board asked to enter in the final editing phase after this Meeting with 

the goal to publish by the end of October. 
Ø  Subsystem final readers appointed (Adrian Bevan for SVT). Should 

work for 2 weeks starting asap. 
Ø  Final editing by the editorial board for 2 more weeks. 

Ø  This looks a bit optimistic from the status I see today in svn for SVT but I 
really hope to have all the sections completed by the end of this meeting. 



SVT – TDR final phase (II)  
Ø  Need to include budget and schedule for SVT construction and will devote 

some time in the parallel tomorrow morning to discuss this. 
Ø  Budget used for white paper should be revised  

Ø  Need to include costing for quick demounting: nothing there. 
Ø  Refine manpower/cost for technicians and eng.  for construction 

(seems underestimated for some phases) 
Ø  Preliminary schedule built looking at BaBar experience + some guess on 

Layer0 needs and relaxing the final phase of construction w.r.t BaBar. 
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Main Assumption: Manpower available 
}  Assumed 2 main labs (as in BaBar):  

}  Pisa+UCSB for modules 
}  LBL+(Pisa) SVT Mechanics 
}  Pisa+Trieste Silicon sensors 
}  Pisa+Torino+Ferrara Jigs  
}  LBL+PV+MI On detector electronics 
}  UCSC Off Det. Electronics 

 SuperB Collab. Meeting  Pisa – Sept 2012 
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Using BaBar SVT Construction Experience + 
Layer0 needs + more relaxed final phase 

 SuperB Collab. Meeting  Pisa – Sept 2012 
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Item (months) 
Construction for 
Baseline (striplets
+SVT) 

2012 
TDR 

2013 
Design 
& 
Protot. 

2014 2015 2016 2017 
Commissio

ning in 
SuperB 

Installation (3) 

Final Assembly (6) 

Module Ass. (Arch-
SextantStriplets)(3) 

DFA+HDI Ass.(3) 

HDI (12) 

Chip Production (6) 
Cannot start before  2015 

DFA (18) 

Fanout (15) 

Silicon Sensors (18) 

Off Det Electr. (24) 

Transit. Cards (15) 

Mechanics 
Support Structure (18-24) 
Module & Jigs (18) 

UPDATED looking more carefully at BaBar schedule and including Layer0 



}  Started to fill the Smartsheet document with previous 
inputs. 

}  Still some inputs on mechanics are needed. 
}  I’ll discuss this schedule with the SVT group during this 

week. 
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